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PROGRAM NOTE 

Dear Nephew: 

As a wedding present I am giving you a house and lot no. 99 Apple Street. 

Wish you joy. 

Uncle Mike 

This short note, thrust into Buster Keaton’s hands immediately following his wedding at the start 
of the 1920 comedy ONE WEEK, sets up all of the action which follows.  Buster needs seven 
days to build his new house, aided only by the tools he has on hand and the help of an 
unsympathetic handyman (who was, incidentally, turned down by the woman who is now 
Keaton’s wife).  This potential powder keg of problems blows up – gradually – in surprising and 
wonderful ways. 

[Part of what makes ONE WEEK, or any Keaton film, so entertaining is Keaton’s comedic style: 
it’s full –blown slapstick stunt comedy, and Keaton does all the stunts himself.  You’ll see him 
really fall from a second-story perch, really stand still while the side of a house falls down 
around him: no computer animation, no stunt doubles.  The real thing.  And, no matter what 
happens, Keaton neither weeps, laughs or smiles.  He reacts to all which comes his way, good or 
ill, with the same stoic face: no wonder he was nicknamed “the great stoneface” in the 1920’s.]  

My purpose in composing this full orchestral film score is to help ONE WEEK tell its story by 
blending the music as seamlessly as possible with the film.  Mine is an entirely original score, 
carefully designed to track the action of each scene.  Sometimes, as you will hear, events on 
screen are exactly matched by the orchestra; sometimes, the music flows in support of the 
general mood of the scene.  The style of the music is mostly bright and light, in keeping with the 
film’s mostly happy (though sometimes slightly sour!) nature. 

ONE WEEK is a comedy, and a good one.  If you find it funny, please laugh!  Don’t worry about 
covering the sound of the music.  Laughter is, after all, the most important addition to a comic 
score. 

Maestro Love, in conducting this premiere, also takes on a special challenge by working without 
a click track.  He must coordinate the orchestra’s tempi to match the speed of the film exactly. 
Since live musicians always play with some tempo variation, and since film does not vary, you 
can imagine how tricky this can be! 

Finally, I would like to thank the Columbia Orchestra for commissioning the score and making 
this premiere possible, and hope that you will enjoy this 22-minute ride.   

--Andrew Earle Simpson 



	  


